
o far exceeds that of any other nuclear-

bat nuclear weapons will spread to other

Veap©n state, that it is difficult to give
^;redénce to the argument that an interim

1eesting halt by the two of, them would
hreaten their security unless all the re-
riain jng nuclear-weapon states immedia-

1t ély fbllowed suit. Someone must take the
irst step, and the two super-powers are

in thé best position to do, so.
Fven if such an agreement were for

fixéd trial period, at the end of that time

t could be reviewed to determine whether
might be further extended or be trans-

Drméd into a permanent agreement in-
Iuding all nuclear-weapon states. Such

prin. °
I stran interim agreement should be open to
d sinc^ states, and should contain measures
Iladivro ensure that its terms are fully honoured
nfirm nd that nuclear explosions for peaceful
nt lyurp°ses do not confer weapons-related

in str; E'n(fits.

icatedf
^klthough existing nuclear arsenals

bse the most immediate threat, the world
the Ulontinues to be. haunted by the danger

in urtates. If more resolute efforts are not
il measiade:` to avert this danger, we shall have
cy com4tered away completely whatever chance
)wers '1 (,re still may be of eliminating the threat
rt to t nuclear destruction.
must LI The Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT)
concl^ 141 its associated system of IAEA safe-

n to S^, r, Îs continue to be the basic instru-
to effE tents of the non-proliferation system and

e most appropriate framework for inter-
ational co-operation in the peaceful uses
f nûclear energy. Some positive steps

r afterhve been taken. since the NPT Review
solutio ^onférence of May 1975, but much that
, towar^ould have been done in support of the
ng has^n_proliferation objective has not been
artial ône:!The treaty's obligations apply to all
t yet ^s pârties - to nuclear-weapon states as

i states;ell as non-nuclear-weapon states. While

atmosp^ncjear-weapon parties undertook not
acquire nuclear weapons or other nu-

[le factiear-explosive devices, the nuclear-weapon
, been '^rtië,s undertook, in return, to pursue
> themsirlÿ i! negotiations in good faith towards
o a nuuclëàr disarmament. It is to be regretted
diflicu'lat the nuclear-weapon states have not

t Unioli^ne more to fulfil their part of the NPT
a CTirgain. An effective non-proliferation

lear-wel?stem is in the interest of all states.
ouiset. ûtto be fully effective and to serve the
Ehan lat;terést of all states the non-proliferation
st stop ,,stem must entail restraints on vertical
ments. ;welI as horizontal nuclear proliferation.
-powers,j

^n important achievement has been
on statx e 6rowth in the number of the treaty's
mal iii[b :

Jherénts from just over 80 at the time
clear-wf
period ,l the Review Conference to about 100.
r-powe?w- Parties to the treaty now include
r destrum`t all the most highly-industrialized

countries and the great majority of de-
veloping countries. By forswearing the

acquisition of nuclear-explosive devices
and by placing all their nuclear activities
under IAEA-administered safeguards to
verify this commitment, this impressive
group of states from all parts of the world
has clearly rejected the notion that either
the possession of nuclear weapons or the
retention of an option to acquire them is
a guarantee of security in some way es-
sential to national sovereignty and the
reinforcement of national prestige. This en-
couraging perspective, however, is not yet
shared by certain other states advanced
in nuclear technology or in the process
of acquiring that technology. These states
should reassess their reasons for not
making a firm commitment to the non-
proliferation objective, either bÿ adhering
to the NPT or in some other equally
binding and verifiable way.

NPT review
In its Final Declaration, the NPT Re-
view Conference urged that "in all achiev-
able ways" steps be taken to strengthen
the application of nuclear safeguards as
the reasonable and necessary condition for
international co-operation in the peaceful
uses of nuclear energy. Canada has taken
this appeal seriously and has made it
clear, in the negotiation of new bilateral Nuclear

nuclear co-operation agreements and in assistance

the renegotiation of others, that Canadian for peace f ul

nuclear assistance is solely for peaceful non-explosive

non-explosive purposes. purposes

Measures taken in the IAEA and
among suppliers to reinforce and broaden
the application of nuclear safeguards, the
safeguards agreements concluded by a
number of countries with the IAEA in the
past year (especially their explicit exclu-
sion of any explosive use and strength-
ened provisions for the application of
safeguards to technology transfers), the
detailed study being given to the need
for greater care and more stringent con-
trols in the use of the most sensitive parts
of the nuclear-fuel cycle - all these have
been Canadian objectives. But there is
still a need for further strerigthening and
broadening the scope of nuclear safe-

guards. Safeguards will not be fully

effective until they cover all peaceful
nuclear activities of all states. Canada
itself has willingly accepted the applica-
tion of safeguards to all of its own nuclear
industry; universal acceptance of such safe-
guards would provide the soundest basis
for international nuclear co-operation.

The establishment of nuclear-weapon-
free zones could help curb the spread of nu-
clear weapons and strengthen the security


